GET IN THE ZONE WITH GROZONE
GROZONE CLIMATE CONTROLLERS
Whether your plants require heating, cooling, dehumidifying, hourly ventilation or CO2 enrichment, the GROZONE
HT, HTC and SCC1 Digital Controllers deliver comprehensive and reliable control of your indoor garden climate.
These controllers are highly compatible with all your exhaust fans, A/C, dehumidifier and CO2 generators. They
allow you to maintain a perfect environment - at your preferred settings - to maximize yield while limiting pests. The
GROZONE HT has all the same features as the HTC but controls only temperature and humidity. The SCC1 is the
easy-to-use alternate solution to HT / HTC : no options, no menus, just set your knobs and you’re ready !
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Includes a hidden setting for CO2 in high altitude.
(and CO2 Sniffer - HTC only)
O Only controller with 24 hour log function to track the maximum,
minimum and average values per hour for temperature, RH and CO2 in your garden.
O High quality remote sensor includes 25 feet of cable (can be extended to 100 feet).
O Enables Higher priority output selection to prevent both outputs operating at the same time.
O Incorporates fail-safe values for each output in case of sensor problems or inadvertent disconnection.
O Smart control prevents competing equipment to operate simultaneously – A/C and heating will never be activated at the same time.
O

WHY SHOULD I KEEP BUYING THE GROZONE HTC ?
- I need a display to view the CO2 PPM , the temperature and humidity in my garden at all times.
- I need a 24-hour Log to make sure the room conditions are perfectly controlled !
- I need remote sensors in order to “sense the climate” right in the middle of my garden.

WHY SHOULD I BUY THE NEW GROZONE SCC1 ?
- I prefer “Plug and Play” type of controllers : no menus, no options, just setting my knobs!
- My garden is small… so I prefer using a “single box” controller to minimize wiring.
- My budget is limited.

An easy-to-use alternate solution to HTC Climate Controller : just connect your fan, your dehumidifier or humidifier, your CO2 generator,
set the knobs and you're ready!
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“Indoor Garden Climate Control Specialists”
Get in the ZONE and walk away with absolute confidence

www.grozonecontrol.com

